
7 APPENDIX 

Each of the tables contains the 100 examples of each adverb used for the analysis of the 

syntactic roles. The second column of each table gives the code of the text in the Spoken 

BNC2014.  

 

ABSOLUTELY 

Number 

Code in 

Spoken 

BNC2014 

Concordance Lines 

A1 
SKX666

5 

years S0515: oh I think it's very important to be very helpful 

S0511: absolutely yeah S0513: >> --UNCLEARWORD S0511: cos all 

these things do have a very specific running 

A2 
STLZ43

9 

out stuff that you need to know yourself S0261: yeah S0262: >> at no cost 

S0261: absolutely S0262: >> to start with S0261: uh-huh S0262: and then 

you reach erm at the end 

A3 
SQWW

302 

first step you know S0355: >> of course S0281: it's a first S0355: >> oh 

absolutely S0281: >> you know it's S0355: I 'm I 'm I 'm fully behind 

A4 
SLX653

6 

rehearsals as well which is not something you often get S0480: the yeah 

absolutely S0392: >> yeah yeah S0480: yeah S0392: still S0480: >> two 

rehear- two paid rehearsals 

A5 
S8LS17

70 

luck do you with living things S0171: no (.) unfortunately in big mamma 

went absolutely devastated when she went but big mamma went about four 

months ago 

A6 
SHX824

7 

it but maybe she wouldn't want to S0654: oh S0655: >> no it's absolutely 

revolting S0653: mm oh? S0654: I w- S0653: you would? S0654: I wo n't 

A7 
SLRD4

95 

to him but but but but but we do S0649: >> I do I absolutely 

do S0647: actually he this erm the speech that he did the other 

A8 
SDR930

7 

(.) it makes him feel terrible S0084: yeah I know S0083: so er it's 

absolutely the wrong thing (.) so the only experiences he has had well apart 

A9 
S4XR39

9 

ask yourself is this a really? S0619: >> yeah am I happy? 

S0618: absolutely yeah S0619: >> er (.) no okay how can I be happier? 

right well 

A10 
SV4W3

89 

and one of the other girls that I went to uni with absolutely stunningly 

beautiful beautiful beautiful beautiful but they can never find the right 

A11 
SMME5

88 

was black med- it was black medicine S0046: it is (.) it is S0084: it 

absolutely cures all sins (.) oh my god S0046: it does S0084: I felt first 

mouthful 

A12 
S6GC29

6 

that driver can see you behind the back of his lorry S0086: yeah absolutely 

S0083: erm erm but it's things like roundabouts where eh lorries ca 

A13 
SRD540

5 

calming --ANONnameF down and understanding the realities of it all she 

was absolutely fantastic S0282: that's good I mean will will it help that she 

A14 
S7NH12

83 

And it's it's billions S0084: well (.) tourism S0083: you know S0084: oh 

absolutely (.) but the country wouldn't be without them (.) there's more pro 



A15 
SNNG4

79 

S0518: I don't no I don't know about that S0517: >> I do absolutely 

S0518: >> I haven't I didn't ask him I didn't S0517: absolutely 

A16 
S8BQ27

8 

S0517: so I don't kn- S0558: >> no I s- I well I have absolutely no intention 

of erm switching S0517: no no S0558: >> I 'm I 'm doing 

A17 
SRDJ26

3 

you 've achieved it if if if you can do it S0247: >> oh absolutely 

yeah S0248: I know that i- it's the the the sense of 

A18 
SLLC15

9 

(.) like fuck off dad (.) er (.) horrible weather S0440: ghastly isn't it? 

S0439: absolutely ghastly (.) so how you 've only got two weeks left of 

work 

A19 
S7ZG52

9 

because otherwise I 'm not gonna get pregnant S0261: no that's absolutely 

right of course S0262: >> yeah I need you there S0261: yeah yeah yeah 

yeah 

A20 
S55510

35 

understand S0555: yes S0556: I don't think there's a point to the- 

S0555: >> absolutely S0556: I actually don't (.) think there's a point to it (.) 

but 

A21 
STSS17

79 

S0041: Cos it's so heavy that just flat on the top S0084: (...) sounds 

absolutely mental (...) S0041: agreed to meet up with him on 

Tuesday S0084: next Tuesday? 

A22 
SP9F75

8 

the bundle of S0335: >> mm S0262: this is what it's actually all about 

S0335: absolutely S0262: yeah S0335: yeah (.) erm but what she did do 

A23 S7KK34 

doing S0266: >> are you gonna climb Mount Everest? S0270: >> on a no 

absolutely not I 've looked at it S0266: have you got 

Sherpas? S0270: >> and 

A24 
S35U82

9 

that that would be your life over wouldn't it S0083: yeah (.) oh absolutely 

S0038: you could see (.) but you couldn't see anything S0083: you couldn't 

A25 
SZNG4

37 

it's a huge car park innit? S0008: it is absolutely massive S0012: massive 

car park S0008: yeah and where they build the stores they 

A26 
SDZC8

36 

his life with her S0641: yeah (.) I don't thi- oh that's absolutely disgusting 

(.) erm S0641: everyone tells you off for doing that at the table 

A27 
SV2V82

3 

any company can't you S0084: mm S0041: whoever 's gonna highest bidder 

S0084: absolutely S0041: highest bidder business S0084: mm S0041: is 

wise S0084: tut (.) I think we need some 

A28 
S8LS70

4 

to it unless it was exactly what she was thinking anyway S0086: well 

absolutely S0060: so I uh (.) but now obviously it means that I get 

grumbled 

A29 
SFXE67

9 

thousands of years S0432: mm yeah S0485: yeah so but it language is an 

absolutely fascinating thing S0432: mm S0485: you know we try and work 

out when did 

A30 
SCWJ5

41 

for the first week when I was on the reduced dose had absolutely (.) 

massive swollen up eyes like really S0517: >> oh 

really? S0518: yeah S0517: did he 

A31 
SECS81

6 

last weekend we 're I 'm gonna go out and get absolutely smashed and get 

with somebody I was like yeah you do that 

A32 
S7QE24

7 

wouldn't you? S0252: they were wondering whether S0368: >> it 'd be 

terrifying (.) absolutely terrifying S0252: >> they 'd lost oxygen and the 

crew were unconscious S0251: >> oh right 



A33 
S3LE63

6 

about that fat that weighs nothing it's like it it weighed absolutely nothing 

did it? so as soon as S0343: >> it was polystyrene really 

A34 
SXNE1

162 

what an optimistic country we have S0663: >> isn't it? (.) 

absolutely S0662: yeah S0663: absolutely so the what 's the point? and also 

you c- S0662: >> just 

A35 
SZAP10

24 

for another face to be attached to this S0261: no that's fine absolutely that's 

that's that absolutely right (.) yeah S0262: so it's just 

A36 
SCKW4

87 

get time S0325: mine ended up really rubbish cos I drew them absolutely 

huge so I could only fit one on a page and erm 

A37 SPFN91 
is a phone charger (.) so you get double the battery S0329: that's absolutely 

brilliant S0326: are you using it? S0329: no (.) I 've not been using 

A38 S7JF80 

October and to avoid the school holidays in October as well S0158: oh 

absolutely S0043: so just get it cheaper but sort of like southern Spain 

something 

A39 
SMEB3

16 

well since I don't know how your toaster works I have absolutely no idea 

whether that number is right S0239: oh well I I do 

A40 
SPY226

8 

they S0486: they look like erm hummingbirds don't 

they? S0524: >> mm S0486: erm S0524: >> absolutely S0486: and as if 

they're taking the nectar out of the plant 

A41 
SNNG1

511 

apart from the fact you 're married but he said S0518: it would absolutely 

be you and nothing about that changes but he said it 's 

A42 
SBEV4

37 

be nice for them to be closer to work and stuff S0363: yeah absolutely (.) I 

still find that (.) I 'm the one that to text them 

A43 
S96L21

73 

fundamental difference between a tribute band and 

a S0199: >> yeah S0192: and a S0199: totally S0197: absolutely we were 

in it to make the money 

A44 S5YY37 

S0428: erm S0472: >> n- can I just put northern? S0428: yeah that's 

absolutely fine S0472: erm I 'll put northern 

English S0428: yeah S0472: yes S0428: yeah we do 

A45 
SEGU1

058 

a person that I want in my want to be with S0084: well absolutely yeah (.) 

he can't he's a completely different person it seems 

A46 SQ9341 

--ANONplace on a course S0392: oh yeah S0390: on --ANONplace and it 

was brilliant absolutely brilliant S0392: was it good? S0390: mm the 

people in the group were 

A47 
S6W848

67 

you can erm S0497: >> oh wow I 'm just bossing it I 'm absolutely bossing 

it here folks (.) stop me if you can S0496: is it my 

A48 
SR9W5

11 

he 's an old man and old man turned into like just absolutely 

ancient S0670: one of my favourite jokes about was when we 'd play 

A49 
SWSX7

30 

these are gonna be crap they 're French S0047: and they were absolutely 

brilliant S0018: did you do some head-banging? S0047: I er so I we 

A50 
S5HT25

1 

be kill or cure for you S0619: I 'd hate it I 'd absolutely hate it but I think 

it's probably good for me S0618: mm 



A51 
SN3325

3 

--UNCLEARWORD S0517: >> what would you say he was --

ANONnameM six foot four? S0570: absolutely huge --UNCLEARWORD 

he beat --ANONnameM like two three and three something like 

A52 
SDHB2

993 

they had this laughing thing on where where I mean it looked absolutely 

ridiculous to be honest with you S0008: >> mm S0012: and (.) this bloke 

stands there 

A53 
SJNJ12

14 

are just completely revered and looked up to (.) and they 're com- 

absolutely respected if they 're older but I don't agree with that 

A54 
SFG324

8 

have to S0262: it's different when you 're away S0334: mm (.) erm (.) I 

absolutely hate it but I ca- m- u- I 'm not addicted to 

A55 
S9RV14

4 

with the --ANONplace coastguard which is the best news cos they 're 

absolutely fantastic and once he realised that this this --ANONplace bloke 

was the 

A56 
SU8C16

60 

half our lesson S0012: yeah S0008: you know for a trainee mechanic that is 

absolutely brilliant S0012: yeah S0013: >> mm S0012: of course they have 

a lot of programmes on 

A57 
SDGT6

60 

is a phase you 're still perfectly whole and complete S0619: I am absolutely 

S0618: >> and (.) yeah and at some point you may or may not meet 

A58 
SYDJ30

0 

open? that come and all the stuff came in S0013: >> it did (.) absolutely 

awful yeah S0012: weren't that terrible ? they banned all that in 

A59 
SYHP1

352 

they helped you to settle in S0360: >> yeah yeah S0262: >> and find your 

life S0360: absolutely S0262: >> yeah there yeah S0360: >> so 

er S0361: >> but you didn't get so much 

A60 
SAA338

0 

I like running though I really like it S0199: >> oh so do I absolutely love 

it S0192: I was hoping there 'd be a swimming pool in 

A61 
SYTD2

64 

I didn't want to go flying anywhere S0084: yeah S0135: and I was 

absolutely terrified (.) and the first four sort of three of four flights were 

A62 
S46Q13

79 

you don't believe her? S0492: what that we 're togeth-? absolutely 

S0603: >> well I cannot (.) conceive S0605: >> well she's just told you 

about 

A63 
SVR674

0 

it S0135: I know (.) it was really weird (.) so I was just like absolutely fair 

enough fair enough So it was really strange (.) so I had 

A64 
SN2212

69 

be something that's dealt with top down and from all directions 

S0074: absolutely S0018: er and yet no it wasn't S0074: no pen? S0018: no 

(.) no 

A65 
SDEX1

43 

life must have been regimented really by by the army totally S0486: >> yes 

absolutely S0534: erm the assault course in those days was in --

ANONplace all the 

A66 
S7QE12

0 

to find articles and (.) information about it S0368: >> mm (.) 

mm S0252: academic trails S0368: mm absolutely (...) but they 're on sale 

now are they? S0251: yeah (.) yeah S0368: >> are 

A67 
SW4Z2

63 

S0588: yeah (.) oh great big chunk of ginger there oh (...) the --ANONplace 

was absolutely heaving when I went past S0589: was 

it? S0588: yeah S0589: that's a 

A68 
SZP643

8 

same for the Palestinians times a thousand S0520: >> of course much worse 

yeah absolutely there's also always a lot more deaths and so forth but 



A69 
SJDK45

1 

it was lovely S0527: yeah yeah S0486: >> I never thought er I would being 

absolutely terrified because I 'm not really a very good swimmer but the 

A70 
S9WZ2

25 

buying out like S0517: the other one and S0558: >> seventy thousand 

pounds or whatever S0517: absolutely and then there's all that S0558: and 

there's S0517: so they'd 

A71 
SY2Z35

1 

S0202: well your first year 's like you spend a whole year doing absolutely 

fuck all you get to second year and you 're like what 

A72 
SGAN4

03 

people like this a family club you know oh yeah sorry S0315: yeah 

absolutely S0255: and one the pitch you 're not swearing cos there's people 

A73 
SQ9336

2 

of years ago like five years ago so when people did it absolutely nonstop 

but nowadays your phones most phones have got a full qwerty 

A74 
SG4R88

2 

I feel sorry for? S0530: >> I thi- S0529: erm (.) jamie Dornan (.) cos I 

absolutely loved him (.) in this series on BBC (.) called the Fall S0530: oh 

right 

A75 
S8CV13

8 

S0688: >> you work in pounds and ounces and I work in 

grams S0689: >> yeah absolutely I work in grams and kilograms 

yeah S0690: >> yeah yeah S0687: I 'd far 

A76 
SZBD3

51 

and S0272: >> I think you 're er there I would think you 're absolutely 

right S0273: and get to the point where you are fed up of 

A77 
S66A94

4 

had no money he had tonnes of work to do S0097: yeah (.) yeah 

S0151: absolutely no cash to do it with S0097: and and the design was 

already 

A78 
SBYQ4

55 

closed? Um and --ANONnameF goes yes (.) so this morning she went 

absolutely mental because again about half eight A- --ANONnameF was up 

and --ANONnameF 

A79 
SZAP10

24 

to this S0261: no that's fine absolutely that's that's that absolutely right (.) 

yeah S0262: so it's just the play on words of Stig 

A80 
SCSF12

47 

's S0475: >> no no no this is S0417: >> it's quite far S0475: >> this is 

absolutely fine I just I love this place S0417: I 'll sit here so 

A81 
S6GC10

4 

day if there's nowhere to you know have comfort breaks S0083: >> no (.) 

absolutely (.) well that's that's what I was thinking so (.) what I 

A82 
SQ3P36

0 

said I 've done hundreds of miles with this trolley it's absolutely 

perfect S0520: >> oh great S0521: she uses it a lot now does n't she 

A83 
S7GJ13

87 

're fine S0041: if you get the ones that are frozen S0046: they are 

absolutely fine S0084: --UNCLEARWORD S0041: if you get the ones that 

are frozen like the 

A84 
SAVW4

90 

S0423: quite a number the Italian --UNCLEARWORD S0421: >> but it's 

like anything like absolutely anything if I 'm enjoying some kind of food 

she's 

A85 
SAVN1

36 

lot of countries cos it's S0689: yeah S0688: would be misused S0687: well 

yeah absolutely there's issues about like privacy and people don't er at 

A86 
SBBC4

76 

staying in a bloody dentist 's chair S0552: >> oh I certainly did S0550: he 

absolutely hates the dentist S0553: so do I S0552: mm S0553: so do 

I S0552: you reacted 



A87 
SXCW1

084 

here S0041: anything below Cambridge is all together in London S0084: (.) 

I 've got absolutely no idea (.) --ANONnameF positively 

despairs S0084: whenever we talk to someone who 's 

A88 
S9ER13

84 

--ANONplace do you need any shopping? (.) and I said I 'm absolutely fine 

but thank you for offering (.) brilliant (.) you know where I am 

A89 
SA6K24

2 

the facts to start with S0262: >> I don't --UNCLEARWORD S0301: no you 

're absolutely right I don't think there's any disagreement about that at 

A90 
S9B935

8 

its brilliant (.) you need you 'd love it in there (.) you would absolutely love 

it in there (.) it 's two floors and it 's got 

A91 
S46Q87

4 

people are interested in my ideas S0666: are they ? are they ? 

S0492: >> absolutely S0666: >> are they ? mm hm S0492: so fresh and 

dynamic S0666: mm hm (.) talking 

A92 
S6GC32

4 

it for their living is you know make them forfeit their licence 

S0086: absolutely S0083: Cos then they wouldn't wouldn't be able to drive 

(.) but 

A93 
SK8T35

8 

with her I 'd been at work all week and I was absolutely knackered and she 

'd been saying to me I 'm such a 

A94 
SUUE1

515 

down S0371: very deep down S0262: >> and it's only when you were 

leaving S0371: absolutely S0262: that it just couldn't (.) it couldn't they 

couldn't suppress 

A95 
S2PS75

1 

they will S0150: yeah S0075: probably got more members than 

ours S0068: (.) yeah (.) that's absolutely true S0150: yeah yeah 

yeah S0075: but yeah (.) no 

it's S0150: yeah UNKFEMALE[??]: okay S0068: yeah 

A96 
SF3V10

9 

out (.) yesterday S0287: >> oh no really S0288: oh they 're 

atrocious S0287: >> they 're terrible S0288: >> absolutely S0287: >> this 

well this one here S0288: >> --ANONplace S0282: oh 

really? S0287: yeah S0288: yeah they 

A97 
SGAW1

994 

she had got the day I was there and she was obviously absolutely delighted 

with it S0515: so tell me is it something special would we 

A98 
SVUC7

46 

printed on on to this this er board boarding and er ah S0013: >> absolutely 

gorgeous (.) he had to do a certain amount to it cos he 

A99 
S6Q657

9 

personality S0597: yeah S0592: I 'm sure I 'm sure there's people who 

absolutely love how they look you know? hence why they 're pets 

A100 
SA2J52

8 

because we 've got cars we can drive S0525: well I I yeah absolutely 

S0617: cos we obviously S0525: mm S0617: wan na stay in a really nice 

house 

 

  



 

TOTALLY 

Number 
Code in 

BNC2014 
Concordance Lines 

T1 
SDHB188

8 

like The Moody Blues a lot S0012: and Moody Blues 

with S0013: yeah S0012: that totally different type of music 

but S0008: >> yeah S0012: but The Moody Blues S0013: yeah and 

T2 S95D11 
to work because actually it's really expensive (.) like the prices are 

S0018: totally (.) and it's still a bad quality S0146: yeah (.) it's like bad 

T3 SQD6774 

(.) it just right over S0012: ain't she? S0013: huh? S0012: --ANONnameF is 

totally different S0013: yeah S0012: mrs --ANONnameN (.) she's all 

bouncy and what and and 

T4 
S23A351

5 

upside down and spin along kicking S0094: it's very cool but I totally do n't 

remember how to do it S0094: >> --UNCLEARWORD S0021: >> I would 

've gone 

T5 
SNG4178

2 

and it was like this big penny dropped S0257: yeah S0258: yeah S0255: and 

I totally missed all I just read it as a book without S0257: mm S0255: and 

T6 
SAZX155

0 

asked to design new houses for New Orleans S0602: mm (.) oh no I totally 

lost these oh (.) woe is me S0602: sorry S0594: I 'm a greedy banker 

T7 SFM7332 
apparently it lasted like about one round and he 'd just got totally like put 

on his arse by this S0115: >> well I think that 's 

T8 
S64H286

8 

redundant and it ca- er even as a director it came S0255: mm S0257: totally 

out of the blue S0255: yeah S0257: and it knocked him back a bit 

T9 
S8B9207

6 

people this is like the the Farc one with --ANONnameM that was totally 

inappropriate S0453: it was S0454: erm and okay so those are the 

socialising ones 

T10 
SLH6106

0 

something? S0624: >> yeah it's crazy S0628: >> it's completely 

ridiculous S0624: it's totally crazy but that's really interesting you saying 

that to me S0628: >> yeah 

T11 
SEKZ150

9 

n no he S0353: >> I think he was thinking of some- S0262: >> was totally 

totally S0353: >> he was S0262: >> he wanted a car boot sale S0353: I 

think he was 

T12 S7A6594 
day you know we 've done several things together which have been totally 

palatable so this irritating lady that was at the wedding S0270: I just 

T13 
SMEB16

17 

S0238: >> erm and obviousl- yeah it was it was great S0239: so you 're 

totally self-contained S0238: yes S0239: just do your own 

thing S0238: yeah S0239: oh right mm well 

T14 SJV7868 
S0530: >> doing their bit for the world S0529: >> like cos I could have like 

totally died I could have totally died S0530: and you didn't you ca- 

 T15 SJV7204 
must give you like control as well S0530: oh definitely like you can totally 

like shut yourself down from anything negative and also like I think 

T16 STDN150 
I have no knowledge of this and it it's I 'm totally erm dismayed by the 

whole event S0520: oh dear S0521: but it's my 

T17 
SN98122

0 

week I think er --ANONnameF had pretty much fallen out S0230: with her 

totally S0198: >> cos they 're they 're all Italian so they 're all screaming 

T18 S9F9378 
he works in I think it's property but I 'm not totally sure could be something 

else it's er it's something like 

T19 S69G171 
us S0216: no I always do it to you so like it's totally fine S0216: I would 

have just been having one by myself anyway so 

T20 
SYHW36

7 

diluting it which is what you 're doing but it's a totally different character 

then and it's so really different and you only 

T21 SASQ293 
and that's why it's so funny S0429: >> yeah S0428: so I can totally see why 

someone would want to kind of recreate that S0429: yeah but 



T22 SN59299 
we wouldn't have done S0282: it would be allowed today S0289: it was 

totally the wrong way to deal with that building S0282: but it was another 

T23 SZ7Y579 

most food you 've had in a very long time S0041: It was totally worth 

it S0084: thank you forever S0041: --UNCLEARWORD Throw it all over 

the floor 

T24 
SUNM12

41 

there with my bike and I might be like that and I totally lose 

signal S0517: oh S0558: and then I just get frustrated S0517: >> yeah I w- 

T25 SD2R574 
it is er S0013: well I suppose it's neglected isn't it S0012: totally 

different S0152: because you haven't got S0013: so maybe it's a good 

T26 SES6975 
that many of those in the first place? S0432: it's like totally ridiculous she 

was like but that one goes with this outfit S0439: >> yeah 

T27 SP9F1920 
a bit was that (.) erm (.) it's I think it's just totally your call about whether or 

not you you do it or not 

T28 S6327071 
 why --UNCLEARWORD? S0220: >> no no no I thought that was a totally 

different thing so I went koala and then you went okay the 

T29 SJXU126 
good film actually S0115: yeah S0037: but it's just like (.) well it's totally 

pointless (.) you may as well just sit on your own for an 

T30 SC67488 

fact that you 're British like the idea of being 

British UNKFEMALE[??]: >> yeah (.) totally yeah S0627: >> but I 'm s- 

but my point is is that I 

T31 
S5PW244

0 

inches S0013: mm S0012: yeah S0008: that 'll be no good (.) cos that 'll be 

totally devoid of any sun S0013: yeah S0012: yeah (.) that's right 

yeah S0013: yeah S0012: huh 

T32 SDJA198 
cardboard well you hold it this cardboard box and it's like totally 3D I have 

like total virtual reality S0328: cool S0383: and there's one 

T33 SXBE169 
S0023: oh I love it and I wouldn't say that I was totally ignorant of the of 

the need for it but certainly didn't 

T34 SYUR148 
little bit inclined to sit on your arse S0607: oh yeah you can totally afford 

to S0644: >> and then someone says here you go you don't 

T35 SJB45304 

there S0199: yeah S0192: it's a completely different 

scenario S0199: >> yeah S0192: completely different S0199: >> yeah 

totally S0192: because of the construct that we live in 

that S0199: mm S0192: it does 

T36 S2W4338 

S0244: >> --UNCLEARWORD list --UNCLEARWORD S0246: --

UNCLEARWORD I 'm happy to get out to be totally honest I could do 

with some more colour er watercolour paint so 

T37 SPFN376 

of S0329: yeah S0326: know what 's going on and Emily Dickinson 's 

obviously totally batshit crazy S0329: yeah batshit crazy S0326: >> she 

also writes these funny like these 

T38 S6JL911 
see how they believe that to be honest S0529: >> the apocalypse (.) yeah I 

totally can (.) I get that (.) oh it's just (.) mm not good S0530: if 

T39 S4PC154 
there should be some reward S0018: >> mm mm S0017: but it it has got 

totally out of proportion S0018: yeah (.) I agree S0017: yeah I I think that a 

T40 
SNDW62

0 

there S0607: I hope that they like provide things that aren't just totally deep 

fried S0644: what here? (.) are you gonna eat something? 

 T41 SABT27 
just like oh yeah the the general public S0037: but like they 've totally 

changed the form haven't they because like do you remember when 

T42 
SM88111

0 

S0013: >> yeah S0012: there's no grant is there? S0153: >> nine grand a 

year S0012: totally wrong S0013: mm S0154: a year? S0153: well a term 

so it's like 

T43 SB4D856 

S0192: okay S0197: so I didn't just fancy having the local and being totally 

aware of what was going on S0192: no er S0197: yeah S0192: the crunch 

sound 



T44 
SM88199

7 

guy sai- don't get me started on that he said I totally agree with what you 're 

saying S0013: yeah S0012: yeah S0152: you know S0012: yeah S0152: you 

T45 SV8E743 

on the way so you just don't feel you know S0519: >> oh totally 

not S0520: any confidence S0519: no shame S0520: I don't I shouldn't 

really 

T46 SMK3941 
finger on it S0588: oh S0616: >> and hold it down it it like er totally er 

empties the cistern it's a good S0590: oh it's a 

T47 S2PY653 

opposites really aren't they? S0012: they 're er S0013: think about it 

S0012: totally opposite S0008: mm S0012: but --ANONnameM can control 

--ANONnameM which is really good ai 

T48 SNAC534 
there's a video on Youtube somewhere this guy man he's totally serious he's 

doctor in Korea like a Chinese herbal medicinist and 

T49 SDJA764 

well S0328: >> --UNCLEARWORD a biscuit? --UNCLEARWORD want a 

biscuit S0383: actually it does totally work cos English --ANONnameM 

that I worked with --ANONnameM from England S0383: he 

T50 S9E6519 
S0380: what do you mean? S0326: like being cool S0380: yeah S0326: like 

I 'm totally alienated by it I don't want any part in it and 

T51 
SVX4100

2 

a very difficult style it's a very academic style S0013: oh S0294: and totally 

unforgiving you know? S0012: yeah S0294: there s no humour there there's 

T52 S95D439 
a bit S0146: yeah (.) spaghetti legs S0018: >> your head 's all over the place 

(.) totally (.) and you 're a bit spaced (.) and I was looking at her 

T53 SV49706 
probably did because you 'd look it and go and you could totally get another 

cake out of that S0119: yeah S0173: so basically just have some 

T54 SMYJ136 
re going to --ANONplace babes S0329: is it up here? oh eleven totally was 

just dreaming S0326: yeah what am I gonna do when I 

T55 S4K7481 
a cheesecake if it wasn't a cheesecake I would 've totally had that (.) I don't 

like cheesecake so you know S0255: no I 

T56 S7MU125 
there like? Even I th- I suppose even if I was totally out of me 

mind S0115: >> yeah a lot a lot of the youth 

T57 SJB44294 
as you say in another five years ' time he might be totally fed up with it and 

doesn't wan na know S0192: yeah yeah 

T58 SBUN311 
it is yeah yeah yeah (.) but well the wheel change will be totally difficult 

isn't it? S0456: well yeah it's a mountain bike 

T59 
SHTW43
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cos they do all their maintenance S0012: yeah S0278: you you your they 

have totally transformed they 've they 've spent the last --

UNCLEARWORD right around the 

T60 S6A5582 
as such S0012: yeah S0152: because of erm the work load and it is totally 

different I says but you 're doing really well I said and 

T61 STSS439 
Ballare? It's well full of chavs on a Friday S0084: like totally 

(...) S0041: that's the only thing with Cambridge like where do the normal 

T62 SJ2E217 
the boat the boat fell over and they weren't in S0653: they totally did not 

that's a complete lie isn't it? S0655: does 

T63 SHJE513 

boy it's not anything innuendo (.) that that's good we 're totally gon na 

fuck S0592: --UNCLEARWORD (.) erm (.) mm what 's this --

UNCLEARWORD ? art 

T64 
SAZX192

3 

it's Geraldine Rees S0600: oh oh yeah S0602: >> cos you you you you 

totally knew that S0600: >> yeah S0602: >> did n't you? S0601: --

ANONnameM refresh the card S0600: damn 

T65 
SWSX51

3 

felt it was edgy and you had to watch your back S0018: yeah (.) totally 

S0047: and then another time I just got lost walking round (.) and there 

T66 
SEKZ151

4 

car boot sale S0353: I think he was S0353: he was thinking about something 

totally S0353: but I had one today oh I wish I could remember and 

T67 SZP65 
of money that the car would be built for which A was totally 

unrealistic S0521: in the sense that they couldn't build it for that 



T68 
SVVK12

52 

S0320: god S0322: and it was what? S0320: but --ANONnameM his 

writing was just totally nonsensical and understanding 

Spanish S0322: mm S0320: >> totally nonsensical in any 

language S0322: mm S0320: it 

T69 SVET438 
off coming for a drink first because like sometimes it just gets totally 

rammed S0115: >> oh yeah (.) yeah I mean (.) hopefully they 've uh they 'll 

T70 STBF3 
Bonfire Night you were saying S0432: >> oh my god (.) oh yeah I 'd totally 

forgot about that I forgot to take the day off actually S0428: >> yeah 

T71 
SB4D133

7 

the van money did they? S0197: >> yeah the that was that was totally 

disregarded S0199: >> there should have been an extra four grand in there 

(...) S0192: I 

T72 SYA7107 
go on there to be like S0330: it's just like it's totally whack it's completely 

whack and so and so I said that 

T73 
SW6K18

20 

 someone not looking back at you S0012: that's true yeah S0419: your 

totally surrounded S0013: yeah S0419: you can't and people they 've just 

been brought 

T74 SBEV521 
than having him there as well S0336: yeah S0363: cos I can I can totally get 

that S0336: yeah S0363: but I said to just you know give her 

T75 SJ3S1300 

it was I really enjoyed that S0013: yeah S0012: no that's 

good S0278: something totally different S0013: mm S0012: --

UNCLEARWORD S0278: >> I had my doubts a few years ago what 

T76 SR8N692 
knitting things all day I would I 'm sure I would get totally pissed off with it 

like (.) but because it's not and it 

T77 SFYP487 
on all the films (.) and that is that is films S0144: >> yeah (.) oh totally 

yeah yeah S0024: because it's it's they per- perceive it as 

T78 
SBM6112

9 

so badly it's real awful we were all we were all totally baffled it was just 

like di- didn't even like expect it 

T79 S539250 

S0255: >> but a fune- a funeral it's S0258: >> oh yeah god 

yeah S0255: yeah totally the wrong S0257: mm S0255: the wrong place to 

have your phone going S0258: when 

T80 SMYJ217 

life and he (.) --ANONnameM gave it up and he just well just totally lost 

interest thought everybody who was doing academic philosophy was very 

third 

T81 S43274 
the stuff extra that was free cos of the postage S0391: I 'm totally confused 

I just presumed that you know what you 're doing S0392: I 

T82 S7RM202 
see like what she wants and then (.) cos she might want something totally 

different S0037: yeah (.) like what? We should take a punt S0115: no no 

T83 SNCG465 
be a new experience (.) spa with no alcohol S0619: >> and I 'm totally up 

for February as well S0618: oh yeah? S0619: for sure er if 

T84 
S35K177

1 

the Tolkien films the Lords of the Rings S0262: yeah S0372: I found it 

totally boring S0262: yeah well treatments are quite boring S0372: I mean 

it lasts for 

T85 SXEV877 

of your throat S0202: it's recording --UNCLEARWORD say this --

ANONnameF (.) it's totally recording right now S0211: >> --

UNCLEARWORD it like shoots back (.) and like literally --

UNCLEARWORD 

T86 
SVVK12

54 

S0320: but --ANONnameM his writing was just totally nonsensical and 

understanding Spanish S0322: mm S0320: >> totally nonsensical in any 

language S0322: mm S0320: it was really odd S0322: --ANONnameF didn't 

T87 SBNU225 
I 'm the alpaca Pandora of of the --ANONplace came in here S0438: totally 

see you as like a horror movie lead actually S0469: oh really ? 

T88 SB4D495 

yeah I have n't even seen that latest generation S0189: neither have I 

S0197: totally missed out on PlayStation 3 S0192: you never played 

it? S0197: well --ANONnameF 



T89 SXCB94 

got three S0326: oh S0383: and loads of pistachios so then I was 

complaining totally works so I complained about the arcades S0328: where 

where were you? 

T90 
SFG3105
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do it either S0262: I just remember you go like not about me 

(.) S0262: totally the same S0334: >> still not about me S0262: and you 're 

like going no 

T91 SNJP529 

people around me S0227: >> yes you you might your legacy might be 

something totally different you might er have something written or 

something like that and 

T92 S48K164 
that much about her (.) but at the same time like it's totally normal that she's 

gonna feel like this (.) which S0037: yeah (.) imagine 

T93 
SD3R179

3 

she caught my eye and she went (.) and I was like S0350[??]: >> she totally 

knows S0344: >> and I was like S0350: she totally knows S0344: >> you 

know I know 

T94 S46J29 
so kind of soaked in cos you do spend all of it totally submerged in 

mud S0654: >> mum did you did you get mud on the 

T95 SN98263 

's never drunk or smoked has it --ANONnameM so S0230: >> no S0229: no 

no S0192: totally proves that it does S0230: yeah yeah S0192: it does age 

you a lot 

T96 S2NQ85 

had a he's had a S0255: >> yeah S0259: barney with her 

and S0255: >> yeah S0259: totally lost it S0255: mm S0259: so you 

know S0255: probably thought he 'd just scare 

T97 
SEGJ120

3 

 wanna be stuck out there S0635: no S0632: so but it was totally worth it 

was just S0635: uhu S0632: everything and more that 

I S0635: uhu S0632: expected 

T98 S69V318 

(.) these turbines down here but their views pardon the pun 

was S0269: were totally ignored S0268: mm (.) there's a terrible feeling of 

déjà vu about all 

T99 
S8LS108
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as bad (.) and like suddenly the whole of the M eleven was totally out of it 

(.) totally gone S0171: well that's what they did this 

T100 
SBM6318

2 

d- I just like I understand he's like but even like totally aside from every 

single part of drug abuse that he has and 

 


